
Question of the Month 
Why does it take courage to be kind? How can we be kind in tough situations?

Kind Campus Week 1 

Navigating Challenges: The benefits of our kindness practice can be especially salient during the most 
challenging times. When challenges arise, reacting with kindness does not mean that you should “just 
deal with it” or not experience strong reactions and emotions. But treating ourselves with kindness, 
care, and concern in the face of negative life events can help us lower defensiveness or self-judgment 
and cope with stress.1 It takes courage to choose kind behaviors that support community connection or 
self-care when experiencing change, loss, or unjust treatment. Cultivating kind communities involves 
kind behavior like checking in on each other, knowing when to ask for help, considering the outcomes 
of our intentions, saying “no” when we need to, calling out injustices, and providing tools for emotional 
support and well-being. In fact, “research shows that one way to ensure we are able to confront 
challenges or adversity in our future is by getting involved in your community, volunteering, or helping a 
neighbor...by being engaged and contributing, we bolster our well-being and become more resilient.2,3” 
Our kindness practice helps to build the emotional tools necessary to face a challenge or adversity in a 
way that is kind to yourself or another person in need.
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Kind Campus Week 2: Self-Kindness

Benefits of Laughter: Laughter can be fun, silly, and create connection. It also carries many cognitive and 
health benefits, making it a great tool in our self-kindness practice.4 The Mayo Clinic confirms benefits 
including decreased blood pressure, reduced stress hormone levels, soothed tension, toned abdominal 
muscles, improved cardiac health and immune system, increased endorphins, and improved sense of 
general well-being.5 Additionally, laughter can help lessen stress, depression, and anxiety and may 
make you feel happier. It can also improve your self-esteem. While it is not healthy to ignore negative 
emotions, finding the right place for humor and laughter in our lives can help people remain resilient in 
the face of adverse circumstances. Professor George Bonanno notes, “Humor keeps negative emotions 
in check and gives us a different perspective, allowing us to see some of the bad things that happen to us 
as a challenge rather than a threat.”6 Giving yourself the time to let loose and laugh is great self-care!

Kind Campus Week 3: Kindness in Action with Everyday Practices

Kind Communication: The language we use when dealing with conflict profoundly impacts how a 
message is received. It can be difficult to communicate in a kind way when we’re reacting to strong 
emotions. Naming or labeling our emotions in the moment can help us get some distance from them, 
and putting feelings into words can help manage negative emotional experiences.7 Ask students to 
brainstorm some comments we make when we’re reacting from our unconscious brain in anger or 
frustration. (Examples might include: “You’re so mean!” or “Stop being a jerk!”). Work through the list 
and try using “I” statements instead, which reframe our reactions using less defensive, kindness-focused 
language. “I” statements help express how you feel with phrases such as “I feel … when you…” or 
“I feel … because ….” “I” statements help us practice shifting from our unconscious brain to our
conscious brain. Our conscious brain is the region where higher-level thinking occurs, and where we 
develop empathy and compassion. Discuss what happens when we shift our language toward kindness 
and naming our emotions.

Kind Campus Week 4: Kindness in Action: Everyday Practices

“Ripple Effect” Exercise: With your class, brainstorm a list of kind acts that you might do or see on 
campus, at home, or in the community. Examples include introducing yourself to a new student, helping 
to put away dishes, or seeing someone pick up a piece of trash. Using your ideas, create “Ripple Effect” 
posters to hang around your classroom or campus. Write the kind act in the center of the poster, then 
draw a circle around it. Think about how that one act of kindness impacts the surrounding community, 
be it individuals or the overall environment. Draw a line from the kind act in the center to a new spot 
on the poster, and write down the effect. Effects could include new students smiling at others, family 
members having more time together, or people appreciating their shared spaces. How might these 
effects spread? Leave plenty of space and ask students for suggestions to add more connections to the 
kind act, and track how far its impact can go. Watching the growing reach of individual kind acts can 
influence future words and actions, and serves as a powerful visual reminder of what it means to be part 
of a kind campus or community. Use the Tracking Kindness resource for example scenarios. 
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https://bensbells.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/2022-Kind-Campus-Tracking-Kindness-Elementary.pdf


Additional Activities

Take Five: This breathing activity is an accessible technique 
that can help manage stress and calm our bodies and minds. 
Speak with students about why it’s important to learn skills 
that focus our thinking and soothe our minds. Doing Take Five 
together is a great transition between lessons or as a calming 
activity to help students refocus. As you do this activity, you 
can increase the time from “Take Five” to “Take Ten,” or you can 
start with the longer timeframe with older students. An adult 
or student may lead this activity. 

Kindness at Home
Many of us avoid difficult conversations, believing we’re doing 
so out of kindness. But if we’re actually being kind, then we’ll 
talk to someone directly, with compassion and vulnerability. 
Ask students to practice grappling with difficult topics at home 
in a safe environment. Imagine the types of conversations you 
might dread or avoid because you don’t know what to say, the 
topic is upsetting, or you’re not sure how to support the other 
person. Remember that it may seem easier to avoid difficult 
conversations involving grief support/loss, social justice/
inequality, or apologizing, but kindness must grapple with 
tough issues while allowing people to learn and make mistakes. 
Enter the conversation with interest and respect, and try to 
avoid preconceived notions about how it will unfold. Practice 
mindful listening, where you reflect and observe what the 
other says so you can come to an understanding, resolution, 
or action plan together. Finally, don’t shy away from stating 
things clearly.8 Gentle matter-of-factness is what empowers us 
to have difficult conversations with kindness, and to feel more 
connected when we’ve finished. 
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